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ABSTRACT 

A cooperative study by the CO'lorado Division of' Highways and 

the Colorado Division of Game, Fish and Parks concerning deer

vehicle accidents was initiated in 1968. These agencies are in 

the process of' evaluating procedures ,and devices that may help reduce 

the number of' deer-vehicle accidents. Some of' the devices being 

eva~uated are two types of' lighted deer crossing signs. The first 

type of sign to be evaluated was a plain neon DEER XING sign vul

nerable to vandalism. As a result of' the heavy maintenance costs, 

it was removed and lighted animated signs with neon and heavy 

glass protection were installed. Both types of' signs caused a small 

but signi:ficantreduction in traf'fic speed. The value of this speed 

reduction and answers to other questions about motorist awareness 

will be determined in this continuing study. 
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A cooperative study by t~e Colorado Division of Highways and the 

Colorado Division of Game, Fish and Parks concerning deer-vehicle 

accidents was initiated in 1968. The cooperating agencies are now 

in the process of evaluating procedures and devices that may help 

reduce the number of deer-vehicle accidents. Some of the devices 

being evaluated are two types of lighted deer crossing signs. One 

purpose of this evaluation is to determine the effect of these deer 

crossing signs on the speed of traffic. A reduction in the speed 

of traffic, after motorists were exposed to one of these warning 

signs, would possibly indicate its effectiveness. However, at this 

time, other motorist responses have not yet been evaluated. 

STUDY }.REA 

The study area is located three miles south of Glenwood Springs, 

Colorado on State Highway 82. This segment of highway, during some 

years, has had the highest frequency of deer-vehicle accidents per 

.mi1e in Colorado (Yeager 1969). It is a four-lane highway with a 
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posted speed limit of 60 miles per hour • . The annual traffic volume 

on Highway 82 was about 1.44 million .vehic1es in 1970 or a daily 

average of about 3,953 vehicles. This volume will undoubtedly 

increase. 

. 
METHODS A..'ID }1ATERIALS 

The first lighted d~er crossing sign to be evaluated consisted 

of a reflectorized yellow, diamond-shaped background with the words 

~'Deer Xing" centered on the sign and lighted with neon tubing. The 
I . r j 

tubing ' ~as covered with a 1/4" sheet of plexiglass (Fig. 1). 

The second sign to be evaluated was a lighted animated deer 

crcssing sign that had a reflectorized yellotv ,diamond-shaped back-

ground with four silhouettes of deer made of neon tubing lighted in 

sequence from right to left across the sign (Fig. 2). The words 

"Deer Xing" are displayed on an "educational" rectangular sign, in 

black on a ref1ectorized yellow background, below the portion of the 

sign that displays· the lighted deer silhouettes ~ The neon silhouettes 

are protected by a face plate of 3/8" 'clear plastic glass (e.g. 

General Electric Lexan) that is designed to withstand high energy 

impact which would minimize damage by vandals. 
. " 

The design of this sign was born from the current trend to~vard 

greater use of symbol signs in the new national Uniform Manual on ,. '\' ." 

Traffic Control Devices. The four deer silhouettes incorporated 

features which provided maximum legibility and a gradual and smooth 
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"arc" progression in the animation. Distinctive natural features of 

the deer silhouette ~oTere emphasized, such as the tail and the antlers. 

Simple construction for minimum maintenance of the electrical equip-

ment was accomplished by the use of a four circuit primary flasher 

and four transformers to control the animation~ 

Vehicle speeds were recorded with an automatic vehicle speed 

recorder (Newmyer Hodel NH-l). This instrument records the speed and 

the time of day on a paper tape as a vehicle crosses over two magnetic 

loops installed 146.7 feet apart in the traveled lane. The speed 

record~ng station was located 800 feet behind the deer. crossing sign. 

The sign was turned on at 6:30 PM and off at 10:00 PM every day during 

test periods • . The speeds of nearly all the vehicles that passea the 

station in the right lane were recorded. Eighty vehicle speeds were 

randomly selected from this sample for tabulation. 

Sixteen days of pre-treatment data were $~thered during February 

1971. Pre-treatment data consisted of recording vehicle speeds '. 

during the above time interval with the sign turned away from traffic. 

Twenty-eight days of data were collected during Narch 1971 with the 

lighted deer crossing sign turned on and four days of data were 

collected during April 1971 with the lighted animated sign activated • 
. 

Vehicle speed data was not collected when the'highway surface was 

either wet or snow-packed. 

RESULTS 

The 1/4" plexigla.ss plate. and neon tubing of the lighted deer 
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cross.ing sign proved to be vulnerable to vandalism. Although the 

sign where the speed evaluatio~ was .. conducted was not damaged during 

the evaluation period~ other signs of identical 4esign were frequently 
'. 

damaged (Fig. 3). 

Inea~ly April 1971· the lighted deer crossi~g sign was 'removed 

from the study area and the lighted animated sign was installed on 

the same permanent base. The animated sign was tu~ed toward traffic 

for only four days. therefore, its ability to ·withstand attemptec;l 

vandalism has not been adequately tested • . 

. The average speed of vehicles .past the recording station, with 

neither sign turned t~~ard traffic nor activated, was 54.52 mph. With 

the lighted deer crossing sign turned toward traffic, the average 

. speed dropped to 53.03 mph. For the, four days that the lighted. 

animated sign was turned toward traffic the average speed was 51.59 

mph. The differences bett~een all three means are statistically 

significant (P <.05). 

The mean daily speeds were plotted against the number of days 

the lighted sign was activated to check for motorist habituation to 

the sign over time. For the 28-day treatment period, there was no 

sigtlificant relationship between the number of days the sign was on 

and the speed of traffic (Fig. 4). . Also, as would be expected, there . . ". '. 
was no relationship between days and speed during the pre-treatment 

period. A similar test for the animated sign was nqt conducted .. " 
because of the small sample. 

." 
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DISCUSSION 

The lighted and lighted animated deer crossing signs caused a 

significant, although smatl, redu~tion in the speed of traffic 

immediately past the sign. The value of this small average reduction 

in speed in preventing deer-vehicle accidents was not determined in 

the present study. Several further questions must be answered before 

a conclusion in this regard c.an be reached. For what dis tance behind 

the . sign is the lower speed maintained? Does lower speed indicate 
, 

. greater awareness and cautiousness of the driver, and therefore, 

inc.reased safety to both the motorist and the deer? Further evaluation 

of deer crossing signs will attempt to answer these questions. 

The present study, however, did reveal that " a lighted deer 

crossing sign is observed by motorists and the warning heeded, at 

least to a degree. It also appears that the animated sign initiates 

a greater response on the part of the motorist than the lighted 

·'Deer Xing" sign. 
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The deer ~rossing sign that can be lighted with neon tubing 
(Photo by Don Domenick). 
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Fig. 2. The animated "deer·crossing" ·sign with deer silhouettes lighted in . 
sequence from right to left. (Photo by Don Domenick). 
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Fig. 3. A "Deer Xing" sign with the 1/4" p1exig1ass plate and four 
neon letters broken by vandals. {Photo by Don Domenick. 
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Fig. 4. Days of pre-treatment and tr~atment data for the lighted and lighted 
animated deer crossing signs. A fourth point (now shown) for the animat.ed sign 

. is at 48.48 mph. 
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